
Silent Drill Platoon
 The United States Marine Corps Silent Drill Platoon is a highly 
disciplined platoon that exemplifies the pride and professionalism associated 
with all Marines. The SDP is a 24-man rifle unit that performs military drill 
movements without any verbal cadence or commands. The drill exhibition 
concludes with a series of rifle inspections demonstrating elaborate rifle spins 
and tosses. The platoon performs during parades and ceremonies in the 
National Capital Region, across the United States, and around the world.
 Marines of the SDP are infantrymen hand selected from the Marching 
Companies to perform based on physical appearance and ceremonial drill 
acumen. Experienced Marines have the opportunity for selection as one of the 
two Rifle Inspectors. These inspectors, along with the Platoon Drill Master, 
are entrusted with keeping and passing on the unique knowledge, history and 
traditions of the Silent Drill Platoon.
 The Platoon Commander is responsible for the employment,
administration, and welfare of the platoon. He is the primary unit commander 
for all ceremonies related to the platoon. The current commander wears the 
collar devices of Gen. Holland “Howlin Mad” Smith, passed down from every 
commander since 1989, these collar devices signify the turnover of the billet.
 The rifle inspection team is a group of Marines that perform the most 
intricate portion of rifle spins and tosses. A Marine in his second year with 
the SDP may try out for the team and is graded on proficiency, leadership, and 
bearing. A complex spin sequence precedes the Marines tossing the rifle to the 
inspector, who also performs a spin sequence while inspecting the rifle.
 The M1 Garand rifle, used in both World War II and the Korean War, is 
the primary rifle in use by all marchers at MBW. The rifle, with fixed bayonet, 
weighs in excess of 10.5 lbs. 
 The #1 Rifle Inspector,is a billet held in the platoon by a Marine in his 
third year with the SDP. This Marine has the time honored-tradition of 
wearing the silver brass. The #1Rifle Inspectors of the past have passed down 
the buttons from their dress blues blouse. Over time, these buttons have lost 
their brass finish, giving the billet a unique heritage.


